
Wednesday, March 25th 
Subject 

and 
Minutes 

Assignments 
and Priorities 

Lesson and Directions 

Math  
60 

minutes 

• Priority: Wkbk pg 
173-174 
•  If Time: Worm 
Measurement Game 
•  Extra: Wkbk pg 
141-142 

*Watch Mrs. Balinbin’s YouTube video!* 

Off-Line Directions: We are switching gears to the metric 
system! Practicing measuring using the centimeter (cm) side 
of your ruler! Then, if you have time, play the measurement 
worm game (from your math packet) The game cards are 
on the next few slides! **Note, the answer is on the card! 
Either: 1. have someone read you the cards or 2. fold the 
card so you only see the object (ex: telephone, crayon, etc). 
Guess, then unfold to see the answer! 

Reading 
60 

minutes 

• Priority: Packet 
Comp pg 63 and 64 
•  If Time: Chlst Pkt 
Proofread for Spelling 

*Join on ZOOM at 10am!* 

Off-Line Directions: Read Life on the Ice in your Journeys Book 
on pg. 169. Then, complete the comprehension in your 
reading packet. 

Music 
35 

minutes 
• Priority: Go to music! 

Look for Mrs. McCarthy’s Email! It was sent yesterday 
and the subject line is: Music: Week 2! 

Writing 
75 

minutes 

• Priority: Narrative 
Rough Draft 

*Watch Mrs. Balinbin’s YouTube video!* 

Off-Line Directions: We are taking our brainstorming page 
and turning it into a narrative rough draft! Don’t worry about 
correct spelling or caps/punctuation at this point. Next week 
we will worry about editing and revising! Use the information 
you brainstormed to start your rough draft. The first 
paragraph, introduce where the story takes place and who is 
in the story! The second through fifth paragraphs will be your 
event paragraphs. Use #1-5 on your brainstorm sheet as your 
events. Begin an event with a transition word, write the 
event, then add 1-2 more details about that event. The next 
paragraph is a transition word, the second event, then 1-2 
more details about that event. Etc. 
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